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Abstract
This paper discusses various issues in integrated
manufacturing planning that establish the need for
incremental process planning. Interfaces between
process planning and design, facility planning and
scheduling modules are explained in order to verify
that process plans are developed afcer receiving a
feedback from other manufacturing planning systems
and justify the need for incremental process planning.
An experimental process planning system that
provides for incremental planning is described and its
modules explained. The control structure that enables
incremental process planning for various changes in
product design and manufacturing environment is
discussed and appropriate process plan representation
is suggested.

Introduction

Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP) as a significant
part of the overall automation of manufacturing activities
has received much research attention in both academia and
industry in the past twenty years. There are two approaches
to the automation of process planning: variant and
generative. The variant approach is older and is based on
the assumption that for a given part design there may be
some similar parts that have been produced in the past. The
logical way to produce the new process plan is to look at a
similar one and modify it to satisfy the new design
requirements. The generative approach uses a different
method. It produces an entirely new process plan for the
new part design based on the design data and the available
process planning knowledge. This approach may use
various ways to represent knowledge, decision tables,
decision trees or AI techniques (when it is called
knowledge based process planning). A large number of
process planning systems have been developed as both
research prototypes and systems for industrial use (Zhang
& Alting 1994). Despite these efforts, the area of
automated process planning is still in the development
phase and some recent reports show significant progress.
Most of the new systems deal with different aspects of

knowledge based (intelligent) process planning and utilize
the generative approach.

The manufacturing planning activities include such tasks
as: design for manufacturing, process planning, factory
layout planning, operation planning, and scheduling. Most
of these activities rely on accurate process plans which
define how the products are to be manufactured and which
resources should be used in manufacturing. However, in
real life situations these activities provide a feedback in the
form of requests for alterations of process plans. Therefore
there is a need for interactions between the process
planning system, on the one side, and design, layout
planning, and scheduling systems, on the other side. The
way to achieve these interactions is generation of an
integrated environment in which design, process planning,
layout planning, and scheduling are performed
simultaneously in incremental manner.

The Current State of Knowledge in
Manufacturing Planning

In this section of the paper, the author discusses the state-
of-the-art in the areas of process planning, facility planning
and cellular manufacturing, and manufacturing scheduling.

Process Planning
Automated process planning has undergone its
development in two stages: variant process planning in the
early stage, and generative process planning, in the latter
stage. Most of modern process planning systems utilize one
or more artificial intelligence techniques and, in general,
are built as knowledge-based systems. There is a large
number of experimental systems reported in literature
(Zhang & Airing 1994). The main research issues
addressed in these systems are described below.

Interface with design (CAD) system. CAPP systems
assume that the design is converted from a pure geome~ic
design into some form of manufacturing feature model.
Two approaches are employed: feature based design, see
(Cutcosky & Tenenbaum 1990) and (Chang 1990), 
feature recognition, e.g., (Joshi & Chang 1988) and
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(Vandenbrande & Requicba 1993). Although the issue 
feature modeling is a separate topic in research
community, it has an impact on CAPP systems. Early
generative CAPP systems assumed that the user had
converted the design into a feature model, as in (Descotte
& Latombe 1884), (Berenji & Khoshnevis 1986), 
(Park & Khosimevis 1993), while more recent systems
provide some kind of link between process planning
system and the part’s solid model, this is the case in
(Chang 1990) and (Khoslmevis, Sormaz, & Park 1995).
The system described in (Judd et al. 1995) provides a link
between commercial process planning system and NC code
generation system, and provides kinematics simulation of a
machine during the program execution. However, issue of
geometrical computations during process planning still
remains unresolved. The mentioned systems accept the
solid model from the CAD system and use it for geometric
queries and process plan display purposes. Issues such as:
1) analysis of feature interactions, 2) accessibility analysis
and collision detection, and 3) preparation of process plans
for NC code generation are only partially covered in the
above systems.
Knowledge representation and process selection. Most
of knowledge-based systems rely heavily on how much of
manufacturing knowledge has been built into the system.
Usually, CAPP systems are limited to a narrow domain
(e.g., rotational pans, prismatic parts, etc.). However, even
within the domain, the knowledge base varies from one
system to the other. Probably the most complete
knowledge representation for hole making and milling
processes (used on prismatic parts) is reported in system
described in (Khosimevis, Sonnaz, & Park 1995). While
any research system should not serve the purpose of
building a complete knowledge base, it is important to
stress that the knowledge base has to be large enough to
allow experimentation and to test interactions with other
manufacturing planning modules. The extent of knowledge
base coverage has a direct influence on the process
selection procedure which is usually carried in a role-based
manner. Some recent systems for example, (Hummel 
Brooks 1988) and (Khnshnevis, Sormaz, & Park 1995),
Provide an integration of knowledge representation and
process selection using an object-oriented approach.
Machine and tool selection. Majority of process planning
systems do not pay enough attention to machine and tool
selection. Usually, they assume that the machine is one
most commonly used (e.g., vertical CNC mill), and they 
not perform any machine optimization. Tool selection is
usually optimized for minimal number of tool changes for
a given part. However, if the CAPP system is viewed as a
part of the integrated manufacturing planning system, it is
essential that the CAPP system provides means for
selection of alternative machines and/or tool that would

correspond to factory layout and shop floor status, and,
therefore, generates the optimal process plan for a given
situation in the factory.

Process sequencing. The process sequencing problem is
usually solved by application of operation research
methods, such as dynamic programming or network
algorithms, as it is case in (Khoshnevis, Park, & Sormaz
1994); or by applying AI methods, usually space search in
(Chang 1990) and Sormaz & Khoslmevis 1996) or rule
base (Zhang & Airing 1994). However, most research
systems consider feature sequencing instead of process
sequencing and generate feature sequences that are
independent of associated manufacturing processes, and
the ~al result is generation of non-optimal plans. Also,
issue of alternative process plans was not covered in
existing systems sufficiently. As it was mentioned above,
there are multiple factors that may influence generation of
the process plan to be used for the part and generation of
alternatives would be desired for integration of process
planning into manufacturing planning system.
Incremental planning. Most of research CAPP assume
that the design is completed before process planning starts
systems, the only exception is RTCAPP (Park 
Khnsimevis 1993), and the system generates the process
plan for the whole part. Any change in the part design
would require the process planning to start from the
beginning. RTCAPP system attempted to provide the
solution for simultaneous design and process planning
scenario in which the designer creates features of the part
and receives immediate feedback on manufacturing
implications (i.e., cost) of his/her action. Although the
system provides plan update module for additions of
features, it did not complete procedure for modifications
and deletions of features, nor it considered impact of
alternative process pleas on the designer’s decisions. The
ability of process planning system to provide incremental
process plan generation seems, however, to be necessary in
order to achieve fully integrated manufacturing planning
system.

Facility Planning and Cellular Manufacturing
The issue of an efficient manufacturing organization and
simplified material flow, that would allow easier
production control attracted the researchers’ attention at
many institutions. Researchers have basically taken two
research directions: application of operation research based
clustering algorithms, and adoption of knowledge-based
approach.

The operation research approach to cellular
manufacturing is based on applying an optimization
algorithm on a so-called machine-part matrix, with the goal
of modifying the matrix in such a way as to move elements
of the matrix near diagonal. After that, machines are
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divided into cells and parts are divided into families to be
manufactured in corresponding cells. The machine-part
matrix is usually 0-1 matrix where the value of a~j=!
denotes that the machine i should be used to manufacture
partj. There are also modifications of the matrix designed
to provide detailed relations between machines and parts.
While these methods perform well on theoretical examples
and tests for algorithm efficiency, they do not address
issues of generating the matrix from the real process
planning data nor modifying process plans as a
consequence of the cell design. Therefore, they found very
little applications in manufacturing companies.

Knowledge-based approaches utilize the use of
manufacturing knowledge to generate manufacturing cells.
An example of these approaches is a method developed by
Burbidge called production flow analysis (PFA) (Burbidge
1989). This manual method progresses through several
steps (factory flow analysis, group analysis, line analysis,
tooling analysis) and produces total division of the
machines into cells. The main feature of the method is its
feedback, that is to say, after each step there is a review of
the previous step and, if necessary, changes are made in the
previous step to accommodate the current step. Also, input
data (process plans for parts and machine data) are not
considered unchangeable. For example, if there is a need to
modify the process plan to accommodate the cell design,
the change is performed. There were several attempts to
automate this procedure. An approach to generate cells
using GT-code based variant process planning system is
reported in (Zelenovic et al. 1987) and (Zelenovic 
Sormaz 1990). This system also modified the PFA
procedure to consider shop floor time capacity. In a more
recent report ( Irani & Ramakrishnan 1995), the authors
utilized several software tools to build a procedure that
would allow the user to take benefits of computerized
sorting and optimization algorithms. This approach is a
combination of manual and automated procedure where the
user makes decision between steps and software tools
provide the basis for these decisions. However, the issue of
frequent feedbacks (virtually incremental planning) was
not addressed.

All the above mentioned efforts did not address a very
important issue for integrated manufacturing. None of
these systems dealt with process plan representation, nor
with a consequence of layout decisions on process plans.

Manufacturing Scheduling

The current practice in industry is such that the shop floor
receives fmalized process plans for the part and attempts to
make a schedule for manufacturing in order to satisfy
requested delivery dates. It has been recognized by
researchers as well as practitioners that this practice leads
to the situation in which schedules are made with ignoring

prescribed process plans in order to accommodate resource
constraints and satisfy delivery dates (or to reduce
tardiness to a minimum). However, there are not so many
serious research efforts in order to apply concurrent
scheduling and process planning. The approach described
in (Khoshnevis & Chen 1990) and (Chert & Khoshnevis
1993) provides the procedure which performs scheduling
with flexible process plans. The procedure was tested for
various values for the scheduling time frame and it has
shown significant improvements over the procedure with
fixed process plans. Still, the procedure did not consider
issues of actually providing the feedback to process
planner from the scheduling system. Another approach,
described in (Schmidt & Kreutzfeldt 1992) have produced
the system called FLEXPLAN which uses non-linear
process plans, in the form of petri nets, as an input to the
scheduling system. Scheduling system, then, considers
loading of workshop and selects alternative routes in such
a way as to balance load between machines with similar
capabilities on the shop floor. Although system provides
alternative process plans, it does not address issue of
hierarchical representation of such plan and does not
handle alternatives on different levels of hierarchy.

Incremental proeess planning

Incremental process planning system should be able to
handle situations such as: addition, deletion, and/or
modification of a feature; acquisition of new tools, fixtures,
and/or machines; modifications in factory layout; changes
of a real time shop floor status; additions to manufacturing
knowledge base; and similar in a manner that will not
require re-planning. The system should be able to
recognize these situations and adjust process plans only as
necessary. Incremental behavior of process planning
system is accomplished by incorporating a consistency
mechanism (such as truth maintenance system, or data base
consistency manager) into the process plan representation.
The incremental behavior of the process planning systems
may also be considered in terms of part families. For
example, if there is a process plan in the database for the
part very similar to the one considered, the system should
not perform planning only from the design, but also may
consult the previous similar part, adjust its plan and
perform planning only on the difference between parts.
This mechanism provides the basis for the study of case-
based learning algorithms in process planning.

In this section we describe an experimental process
planning system which provides for incremental planning,
explain its control structure and show process plan
representation necessary for incremental planning.
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An experimental process planning system
The process planning system was built as an integrated
environment that receives the input in the form of the stock
description and the part’s feature model (generated by the
feature finder) and generates: incremental process plans
with the cost feedback to the designer, the process plan
network with alternative plans, and the optimal process
plan for the given shop-floor status. The process planning
procedure is performed through three modules (see Figure
1): feature completion, process selection, and process
sequencing. The feature completion module accepts the
feature model of the part from the feature recognizer and
completes it for process planning. The completion
procedure consists of two parts. In the fn’st part, each
individual feature is considered and its data are augmented
to include the explicit data necessary for process planning
(e.g., dianteter and depth are computed for holes). 
addition, tolerance information is added to the features, and
each feature is further classified, if necessary. The second
task of this module is to create a feature precedence
network. For this task the system performs an analysis of
feature interactions (i.e., volumetric interactions and
tolerance/datum dependencies). As a result of feature
interactions the module creates the complete feature
precedence network.

Cost feedback
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Figure 1. Architecture of the process planning system

The process selection module performs the following
tasks for each feature: verification that the process
candidate can satisfy dimensional, tolerance, and surface
fmish requirements for the feature in full or in part;
selection of multiple processes for a given feature, when it
is necessary to satisfy the design requirements (i.e., when 
single process cannot produce the feature completely);
selection of machining processes for a composite feature;
specification of machine and tool constraints for
processing of the feature by the machining process; and
computation or estimation of machining lime and cost for
the process candidates.

The process sequencing module generates a sequence in
which features are to be machined. The module also
performs the final selection of machines and tools in order
to create the process plan with the minimal cost. The
module consists of two procedures: process clustering and
cluster sequencing. Process clustering is applied at two
levels: clustering for the same tool axis direction (on the
same machine) and clustering on the machine level for 
set of clusters from the previous level. Clusters on the
machine level (operations) are sequenced in such a way 
to satisfy the feature precedence network. The process
sequence is a result of a state space search from an initial
state (raw stock) in which no feature is machined to the
goal state, the finished part. Transition through the state
space is governed by the feature precedence network. We
start the space search from the stock, and we decide which
processes are to be used for the next set of features
available for machining according to the feature
precedence network. The evaluation function consists of
two components: actual cost of arriving at the current state
from the initial state and the module for heuristic
estimation of the cost from the current state to the goal
state.

Control structure for incremental planning

In the case of incremental process planning, we have
several modules (i.e., feature fmder, process selector,
process sequencing module, capacity planner, scheduler,
etc.) from Figure ! running simultaneously. A change in
any of the modules would require modifications in other
modules. That change triggers action in a related module
and modification is performed as necessary. There are
three types of changes that require changes in the process
planning system: changes in the part design, changes in the
machine and tool data bases, and in machining knowledge
base. Each change modifies at least one component present
in the process plan for the part. The responses of the
process planning system to these changes are described in
this section.
Changes in the part design. Design changes are the most
frequent reason for modification of the existing process
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plans. In the concurrent engineering environment, with the
aim being to shorten the product development cycle, a
need exists for a rapid feedback from the process planner
to the designer regarding cost evaluation of the design. As
a result, the product and its process plan become finalized
after several iterations. From a process planning
perspective, depending on their consequences on the
process plan, there are several types of design changes:
changes that require new process candidate selections,
changes that require new machine and tool selection, and
changes that require a new process sequence. Below we
explain the process planning system reactions to all of
these changes.

Changes that require new process candidate selection
may be specified as the following. Introduction of a new
feature in design requires the selection of process
candidates for the new feature. Changes in feature
tolerances, surface finish, and/or dimensions may require
new process candidates. As a result of these actions there
may be changes in the feature precedence network. In these
cases the process planner should perform a process
selection procedure for the affected feature. The planner
should then perform a partial process sequencing. By
looking at the location of the affected feature in the feature
precedence network, the process sequencing module may
decide which part of the process sequence should be
examined and executed again. For example, if the affected
feature is near the end side of the feature precedence
network, it may be possible to just attach a new process at
the end of the current process sequence. If there is a
process cluster to which the affected feature (with its
process) may belong, it suffices to just add the new process
to this cluster. Generally, after the selection of new process
candidates it might be necessary to run a process
sequencing module, but that should be done only as
necessary.

Changes that require new machine and/or tool selection
are changes on existing features. They usually happen
when the designer modifies feature dimensions. In these
cases machine and/or tool constraints may require changes
(e.g., change in the hole diameter requires change in the
tool diameter for the hole, or an increase in the feature
dimensions may require more power from the machine,
etc.). The process planning system should perform new
computations of machine and tool constraints for the
process candidates of the affected feature. In the process
sequencing module it is necessary only to update the
machine assignment to process clusters. However, if the
existing process plan ends up with unavailable machines, it
may be necessary to perform process sequencing from the
affected downstream activity.

Changes that require a new process sequence are
basically caused by changes in the feature precedence
network. For example, deletion of a feature makes changes
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in the feature precedence network. This case is dealt with
in a way similar to that mentioned above. Since in
incremental mode we assume that a single feature is
modified at a time, it is necessary to look at its location and
to perform necessary process sequencing downstream from
this point. As we mentioned above, changes from two
previous cases may also require a new process sequence.

A particular type of design change that may be found in
automated process planning is the use of existing process
plans for generation of the process plans for a similar part
(an approach is well known as variant process planning).
An incremental process planning system should be able to
recognize similarity between the old and the new part (this
may be achieved by comparing the feature models and the
feature precedence networks for two parts). If the system
finds out that the parts are similar it copies the structure of
the process plan network from the old part to the new part
and re-computes cutting parameters for all process
candidates to reflect different feature dimensions. After
that the system performs process planning only on
differences between two parts. For example, if the new part
has additional features, the system performs process
selection for these features and inserts new process
candidates into process plan. If the new part has less
features than the old one, corresponding process candidates
will be deleted from the process plan. Small modification
of process plan network may also be necessary to reflect
the differences between to feature precedence networks.
Changes in machine and tool databases and shop floor
status. Changes in the machine and tool data bases occur
when a new machine is acquired by the factory, an old
machine is salvaged, machine shop (layout) and material
flow are rearranged, a new tool supplier with different tool
nomenclature is selected, or when there is a dynamic
change in the status of machines (e.g., break-down, repair,
etc.). The changes in shop-floor equipment influence the
existing process plans with respect to the new equipment to
select from, with probably different capabilities. Since the
decision about individual machines and tools is postponed
in our system, no modification to existing process plans is
necessary. Only further postprocessing of the process plans
is affected. However, if changes in parameters influence
the cost evaluation of the process plan (e.g., a new and
more expensive machine may cause an increase in average
machine unit cost for a given machine type), there is a need
to recompute manufacturing cost and to possibly perform a
new process sequencing procedure.

Facility layout planning procedures and introduction of
manufacturing cells may lead to a need to modify process
plans. The result of these procedures may be permanent or
temporary (i.e., a part may be assigned to the
manufacturing cell only for a given planning horizon, as in
a case of dynamic cells, or on a permanent basis). The
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consequences of these decisions on process plans are in
reducing (for permanent cell assignment) or changing (for
dynamic cells) a set of machine candidates for machining
processes. Therefore, in these cases it is necessary to
establish new process sequence for the process plan based
on a reduced set of process candidates on features, and
consequently smaller process plan network.

In the case of dynamic change in the status of machines it
would be necessary to perform the process sequencing
procedure again. However, in this case the system may
benefit from the shop-floor status feedback so that a
reduced set of process candidates corresponding to actually
available machines could be presented to the process
sequencing module. One scenario in which this procedure
may be utilized is capacity planning for the shop floor for a
given planning period for all part of the production plan.
As machine loading requirements are built for each
machine by accumulating machine time for parts in the
production plan it is very likely that the machine capacity
will be exhausted. In such a case, for the rest of parts in the
production plan this machine can be excluded from
consideration. Process candidates for features that use this
machine will be marked as invalid end the process plan
selection will consider only available machines.
Changes in manufacturing knowledge base. Changes in
the machining knowledge base correspond to procurement
of new technology within the machine shop. This is the
case when new types of machines end/or tools are
purchased. Examples of these changes may include a shift
from traditional milling machines to NC machines, change
from the use of HSS tools to use of carbide tools,
introduction of new machining process due to the
development of a new product, and so on. These changes
result in modification not only of the existing process plans
but of the process pla.,ming system itself. Therefore, it is
necessary to modify the process planning system (by
human intervention or machine learning) and, after that, to
selectively modify existing process plans.

These changes are the most difficult to implement. The
issue to be resolved is what impact the new technology
should have on existing process plans and, therefore,
products. For example, new equipment may be required for
new products, but its capacity is mainly designated to the
new product, so old products should be manufactured
using the existing equipment and process plans.

Another issue in that is raised when the knowledge base
in modified is incremental implementation of computer
integrated manufacturing. For example, the first step may
be integration of design and high level process planning,
and the portion of manufacturing knowledge for machining
processes may be implemented. In the next step lower level
planning (operation planning) may be integrated, but 

should be performed in such a way that existing knowledge
base for machining processes is just extended (e.g., end
milling process may have only methods for capability
determination after the first stage, but after the next stage
end milling will have also tool path generation method.

Process plan representation
The representation of process plans during the process
planning procedure is an essential in order to provide for
incremental planning. It is necessary to provide the
mechanism to store process plan at different levels of
completion, different level of planning hierarchy, and
different alternative plans. The solution for this
requirements is an object-oriented network of alternative
process plans, which is usually called the process plan
network shown in Figure 2. Such representation is
described in (Sormaz & Khoslmevis 1996) in more details.
The nodes in the network represent operations on separate
machines obtained by clustering of machining process
candidates for individual features. The arcs of the network
represent possible routes between different machines, and
any route from the start node to the end node represents an
aitemative process plan. Selection of the optimal process
plan from the network may be done in incremental manner
according to manufacturing planning criteria explained
earlier.

Conclusions

This paper describes issues that should be resolved in order
to achieve integrated manufacturing. The need to provide
interfaces between process planning, design, facility
planning, and scheduling lead to solution in the form of
incremental process planning.

The experimental process planning system that allows
incremental process planning is described. The system
generates the process plan network of alternatives in a way
that allows easy implementation of incremental procedures.
The control s~ucture for such procedures is discussed. The
system response to various changes in product design and
shop floor status are explained

It is expected that extension of described process
planning prototype system to include incremental planning
algorithms outlined in this paper will provide experimental
verification of approach described in the paper.
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Figure 2. An example of the partial process plan network
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